Books as Gifts

Stories come alive when they are shared. And there is no better time than during the holidays to make memories by sharing stories. They come in lots of formats — as physical books, eBooks, recordings and more. Take a look, find a story of fact or of fiction, and make a memory. Happy holidays from Reading Rockets!

Books for children 0-4 years old

- **African Animal Alphabet**
  by Beverly & Dereck Joubert
- **Alphasaurus**
  by Megan Bryant
- **Baby Sounds**
  by Joy Allen
- **Bea at Ballet**
  by Rachael Isadora
- **The Big Book of Words and Pictures**
  by Ole Koonecke
- **Cat Tale**
  by Michael Hall
- **Dini Dinosaur**
  by Karen Beaumont
- **Duck Sock Hop**
  by Jane Kohuth
- **Fabulous Fishes**
  by Susan Stockdale
- **I Like Old Clothes**
  by Mary Ann Hoberman
- **Kite Day: A Bear and Mole Story**
  by Will Hillenbrand
- **In the Woods**
  by Elizabeth Spur
- **I’m Fast**
  by Kate and Jim McMullan
- **Little Tug**
  by Stephen Savage
- **Look Look Outside**
  by Peter Linethal
- **A Mary Blair Treasure of Golden Books**
  by Mary Blair
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